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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The impact of television upon our daily lives is tremendous. The fact that 98 percent
of all homes in the United States have at least one television set would indicate the far reach
ing effect of tctevhion as a means of communication,1 Early studies show the seemingly
excessive amount of time children were spending before the television screen. Many persons
thought that the time would decrease when the novelty of television wore off. But the amount
of time did not decrease as the years passed. As early as 1949, Paul Witty reported that an
average of 21 hours per week was being devoted to television by the elementary school p~.piI.~
Recent research statistics have shown that tod~y~s elementary school children still
spend many hours in front of the television screen. These children were born into the televi
sion era and cannot begin to realize a time when there was no television, It seems to perme
ate every aspect of their lives. Today, the average viewing time For children in the age
group from six to eleven is 25:29 hours per week.3
~ Newspaper Enterprise Association, W~-!d Almanac and Book of Facts —-~198](New
York: Newspaper Enterprise Association, 1980), p. 413,
2PauI Witty, “Children of the Television Era,” Elementary English_44 ~May 1967):
528,
3WorId Almanac and Book of Facts -— 1981. p. 413
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A typical high—school graduate has logged at least 15,000 hours before the screen——
more time than he has spent on any other activity except sleep. The conclusion is inescap—
able: after parents, television has become perhaps the most potent influence on beliefs,
attitudes, values and behavior of the young ,1
Television has become a port of and contributed to a general explosion in cultural
interests and s~imuIated people’s interests in all kinds of sublects. A strong linkage has
developed between books and television involving programs which have come from books,
books which hcive come from programs, and the promotion of books through author inter
views on talk shows.2
Perhaps., the best way to sum up the correlation between television viewing and
the reading of books is in the words of Stephen Seward when he asserted “The act of read
ing and the act of viewing are two different kinds of acts. One does not steal from the
other. The key is the need for something of high quality to meet either interest,”3 The
results of this study will show that there is ci relationship between television viewing pre
ferences and book selection preferences among a selected group of fourth, fifth, and sixth
grade students.
1HOF. Waters, “What TV Does to Kids,11 Reader’s Digest flO (June 1977) :80.
2Frank Stanton. Television, the Book, and the Classroom: A National Seminar
(Washington, D.C.: ERIC Document Reproducf~Service, ED 163 991, 1978), p. 21,
3Stephen Seward, “Books as Television Best Sellers, or Give that TV Addict a
Book~ ,“ Wilson Library BuHetin52 (November 1977) : 236.
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Purpose
The purpose of this study is to investigate the possible relationship between television
viewing preferences and book selection preferences among selected fourth, fifth, and sixth
grade students. Answers to the possibility of existing differences according to two variables:
grade level and sex were also sought~
Methodology
This study made use of a single instrument. A questionnaire instrument was used to
secure data relative to favorite television program choices, estimated hours of televiewing
per week, book selection choices, and the rationale for those choices (see Appendix A).
A group of 105 students at East Griffin Elementary School, Griffin, Georgia were adminis
tered the questionnaire. This included all students in grades four, five, and six in order to
avoid singling out specific students. The questionnaire was administered during a week in
early May as each grade level came to the library for a regularly scheduled library period.
Twenty—nine or 28 percent of the sample were fourth graders; forty—six or 44 percent were
fifth graders; and thirty or 28 percent were sixth graders
After students had selected books from the school library collection, they were
administered the questionnaire. The writer carefully explained each item of the question~.
naire as the students recorded their answers. After all questionnaire forms had been
received, they were first checked in order to determine whether there were any which
indicated non—television ownership, They were then separated according to grade level and
finally according to sex of students.
An analysis of the subject content of both books selected and favorite television
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program choices was made for each student. The Children’s Catalog, 19771 and personal
familiarity with books selected were used as guides in orderto assign subject areas for
students book choices. Subject areas for favorite television program choices were based on
those used by Schramm, Lyle and Parker2 with a few exceptions. Persona) viewing of un
familiar television programs was also used as a guide in helping to determine the subject
content of favorite television program choices.
After categorizing both books and favorite television program choices into subject
areas which were as nearly compatible as possible, each student’ s questionnaire form was
checked for possible existing relationships between their favorite television program
choices and their book selection choices~ Those questionnaire forms in which a relation
ship was found were separated from those in which no relationship existed. The question
naire formsin which a relationship had been determined were first analyzed by grade
level and then by sex of students, in order to determine existing differences in their tele
vision viewing and book selection preference patterns.
Limitations of the Study
The study was limited to a group of 105 students in grades four, five and six of
East Griffin Elementary School, Griffin, Georgia, and would not necessarily apply to
elementary school students nationwide. The physical conditions under which the question
naire form was administered may also limit its results in that students were seated close
1Children’ s Catalog (New York: H.W. Wilson Co., (1976).
2Wilbur Schramrn, Jack Lyle, and Edwin B. Parker, Television in the Lives of
Our Children (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1961).
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together and were easfly influenced by answers of persons seated adjacent to theme The
study was further limited in the fact that the survey was conducted during a one—week
period of time A study covering an extended period of time may yield different and
more extensive resuitse
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Television, the medium which offers viewers an opportunity for both a visual and an
auditory experience iso ~ominating 1brc~ in the lives-of today’s children. Television
greatly influences how people spend their time as well as what they see and learn. By a
simple flick of a dial, home viewers can see and learn about people, places, and things in
faraway countries. In 1948, there were only 100,000 television sets in American homes.1
The latest census reveals the ever increasing popularity of television, for there are now
76,300,000 television sets in American homes today •2
Several studies have shown that television does have an influence on children.
Lamme found that two major influences on children’s-reading-habits and interests are the
home, with its environment and models, and-the media, particularly movies and televi—
sion.3 A study by Feeley concluded that both the home and television seem to influence
children’s reading interests and habits.
1Wilbur Schramm, Jack Lyle, and Edwin B. Parker, Television in the Lives of Our
Children ~Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, ii~ii~~
2Newspaper Enterprise Association, World Almanac and Book of Facts 1 981
(New York: Newspaper Enterprise Associati~T980), p.413.
3L. Lcirnme, “Self Contained to Departmental: How Reading Habits Changed,”
Elementary School Journal 76 (1976) : 215.
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Books that have been made into movies and television programs are more apt to te sought out
and read by adolescent and adult readers alike.1 An article in Reader’sDigest, June 1977
on “What TV Does to Kids” by H . F. Waters states that after parents, television has become
perhaps the most potent influence on beliefs, attitudes, values and behavior of the young.2
To parallel a study done by Schrarnrn, Lyle, and Parker, two researchers, Lyle and Hoffman
studi~ children in the first, sixth, and tenth grades. Results of the study indicated that
compared to children in the same age group ten years ago, children are spending more time
watching television and that the programs viewed by children are primarily programs pro
duced for adult or family audiences, not specifically for children.3
In reviewing the literature on the impact oftelevision viewing on reading, two
studies provide the foundation for all other studies in this area. Both of these early studies
included participants from both television and non—television Communities.
The first study reported by Busch, in “TV’s Effect on Reading: A Case Study,” was
undertaken in 1958 by a team of British researchers: Himmeiweit, Oppenheim, and Vince.
The study concluded that television not only stimulated reading interests of British students
but broadened their taste. At any one point in time, an individual’ $ tastes in one medium
are consonant with preferences in others.4 The second study was undertaken in America by
1Joan T, Feeley. Interest Patterns and Media Preferences of Middle Grade Children
Revisited (New York: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 172 167, 1 979), p.
,F. Waters, “What TV Does to Kids,” Reader’s Digest 110 (June 1977) : 80.
3jack Lyle and Hedi R. Hoffman. Television in the Daily Lives of Children
(Los Angeles, California: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 053 575, 1971), p. 18.
4jackie S. Busch, “TV’s Effect on Reading: A Case Study; Grades 2-12 in Stafford
and King George Counties, V~A.,” Phi Delta Kappan 59 (June 1978) : 671.
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Schramm, Lyle, and Parker from 1 958 to 1 960, The results of this longitudinal study
revealed that television has a greater impact than any other leisure time activity on the
amount of reading a child does0 According tothis study, television viewing time rises
gradually during the school years untiL it peaks at the sixth to eighth grade years, then
it begins to fall)
Some educators believe that television can serve as a stimulus to reading.
Others believe it fosters a need for quick paced entertainment which adversely affects
the slower enjoyment of reading. In 1978, Buschvalidated the hypothesis of Schramm,
Lyle, and Parker by reporting the results of a study of 595 Virginia students in grades
two to twelve. Results indicated that second and third grdders who were heavy readers
were also heavy television viewers.2 Seventy—seven percent of the students in the
study agreed that if a story were on television and in the book, they would rather watch
the story on television. However, 89 percent of the students- had watched at least one
story that had caused them to follow it up by reading a book.3
Ridder! s study concerned pupil opinions and the-relationship of television view
ing to academic achievement, Of 2,428 seventh and eighth graders, one—fifth of the
participants reported that they thought television viewing had increased their desire to
1Schramm, Lyle, and Parker, Television in the Lives of Our Children, p. 20.
2Busch, “T\/’s Effect on Reading: A Case Study, Grades 2—12 in Stafford and
King George Counties, Va.,H668,
~o 671.
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read fiction books, while approximately one-fourth of the sample reported that television
viewing had stimulated their desire to read non—fiction books01 In a study of interest
patterns and media preferences of middle grade children, Feeley reported the results of
an earlier study done in 1972, in which she validated the hypothesis of Himmelweit, that
children have an underlying pattern of interests that extend through both media (print and
2
television).
ln Hamilton’s study dealing with the relationship between televiewing and the
reading interests of seventh grade pupils, an analysis of television’ s influence on the
reading interests of 253 students revealed that television tie—ins were Referred over
3non—television tie—ins regardless of socioeconomic backgrounas. A longitudinal study by
Witty found that about 25 percent of the elementary school pupils in the study said that
4televisionpresentations had led them to read certain books.
In a review of research on televisIonand~its effects on reading and school achieve
ment, Neumcm reported a study by Feeley, who administered an invento~ to intermediate
youngsters to determine if their interests were r&ated to media choice0 Results showed
that informational clusterings were related to reading, while fantasy and entertainment
1Joyce Marion Ridder, “Pupil Opinion and the Relationship of Television Viewing
to Academic Achievement,” Journal of Educational Research 57 (December 1963) 206.
2Feeley, Interest Patterns and Media Preferences of Middle Grade Children
Revisited, p. 10.
3Harlan B. Hamilton. The Relationship Between Televiewing and the Reading
lnterests of Seventh Grade PupiT Boston ERIC Document Reproduct~n Service, Eb
4Paul Witly, “Children of the Television Era,” Elementary English 64 (May 1967):
530.
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interests loaded higher on the television factor. At the same time, interests tended to
cross media lines; students who enjoyed reading about sports also viewed sports on tele
vision.1 A 1975 study by Jaronik explores the influence that grade level, sex, mass
media arid other outside interests have on television viewing habits of children.
Results indicated that television not only informs children about the world around them
by broadening their knowledge and interests, but that it also motivates children to
read .~
Charles 0, Spiegler found Ilial it was possible to provide books which appeal to
boys by observing interests shown in reaction to television.3 A thesis in the Atlanta
University Trevor Arnett Library by Gwendo!yn Cruzat, on the relationship between the
books selected by children who patronize the Negro branches of the Atlanta Public
Library~ interest, concluded that it is reasonably safe to assume that the
majority of children are not affected in their selection of books by programs viewed on
~elevision.4 Arnold L. Lazarus asserted in the Janucry 1956 issue of Educational
Leadership that “whether because of TV or in spite of it, youngsters (both elementary
tSusan 13. Neuman, “Television: Its Effects on Reading and School Achievement,”
Reading Teacher 33 (April 1980): 804.
2Catherine Jaronik. A Study of the Influence of Outside Interests, Other Mass
Media, Grade Level, and Sex on Children’ s Television Viewing and Program Preferences
~outh Bend, Indiana: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 112 876, 1975), p. 47.
3Charles 0. Spiegier,”Johnny Will Read If He Wants to Read,” in Developing
Permanent Interests in Reading, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1 95~~
4Gwendolyn Stiggins Cruzat, “A Study of the Relationship Between the Books
Selected by Children Who Patronize the Negro Branches of the Atlanta Public Library and
Television Interest” (Master’s Thesis, Atlanta University, 1954), p. 43.
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and secondary) are reading more than ever, according to unanimous reports of librarians
(school and public).”1 Feeley reports the results of studies by both Ross and Swanson,
which deals with the influence of movies and television on reading. Ross stated that
“according to book lists in library journals and from paperback suppliers, books most
read in 1976 by students were those from which movies on television programs had been
derived.” This fact shows clearly that familiarity is a Critical -factor in the modern
reader’s selection of books. The results of a leisure—time survey- given to junior high
school studenb by Swanson, showed that four of the five first choices of books had been
either movies or television films before the survey was conducted.2
A paper presented at the annual meeting of the international Reading Associa—
lion by Lund, noted that television, by stirring irnaginationaid emotions and by awaken
ing curiosity, can pull reluctant readers out of apathy:.and can become a stimulus to more
and better reading.3 Frank Stanton, at a National -Seminar on Television, the Book, and
the Clessroom~ stated th0t “a positive correlation-between increased television viewing
and the increased use of books is indicated by new highs in library circulation figures in
the past two decades.”4 An informal pubIi~ library survey of ninth to twelfth graders
1Arno!d L. Lazarus, “Public Television Habits,” Educational Leadership 13
(January 1956) : 16. - —
2Feeley, Interest Patterns and Media Preferences of Middle Grade Children
Revisited, p. 25,
3Doris Lund, “Teenagers Media~ Tastes,” paper presented at the Annual Meeting
of the International Reading Association, New York, May 1 977.
4Frank Stanton. Television, the Book and the Classroom: A National Seminar
(Washington, D.C.:
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reported in the November, 1 978 issue of School Library Journal indicated that the top
titles mentioned as favorite books were linked to a television show or to a commercial
film.1 An article in Reader’ s Digest, June 1977 on “What TV Does to Kids” by H . F.
Waters states that “TV at the very least preempted the traditional development of
childhood itself —— the time kids spend sitting catatonic before the set has been exact—
‘ed from such salutary pursuits as reading, outdoor play, evensimple, contemplative
solitude. Few parents can cope with its tyrannical allure.”2
Young children need to become cognizontof the variety existing in television
programs as well as in books. Sublects explored in books and on television may range
from superb to good to poor. Children wit! continue to patronize various forms of the
mass media including books and television. For most children, it is not a matter of
viewing television or reading a book. It isreading with a plus, because over and over
again, televis~onsends. a child to the book sources to find otjt more about a program he
has viewed in order that he may relish it again in the more thoughtftil process of read—
ing. It is important that children know and utilize all types of mass media in order
Er
that they may become more selective and discriminating in their viewing and reading
habits.
1 “YA Reading Survey: Movie Titles Top List.” School Library Journal 25
(November 1978): 12.
2Waters, “What TV Does to Kids,” 81.
CHAPTER III
DATA RELATING TO TELEVISION VIEWING AND BOOK
SELECTION PREFERENCES
This study was composed of students attending the East Griffin Elementary School,
Griffin, Georgia. All students enrolled in grades four, five, and six were included in
the study unless they were absent from school on-the day that the questionnaire was admin—
istered, This was done in order to avoid singling out specific students for inclusion.
Data were collected during a regularly scheduled library period for each grade level in
cluded in the study.
Characteristics of the Sample
The sample was composed of 105 children, The number of fourth grade children
was 29; fifth grade children comprised the largest group with a total of 46; and there were
30 sixth graders. Of the total number of children, 55 were boys and 50 were girls. Fifth
graders made up the largest number of children with 44 percent of the total. Fourth and
sixth graders each comprised 28 percent of the total number of children. In regard to sex,
there was an almost equal distribution of children included in the sample. A listing of




DI STRIBUTION OF CHiLDREN ACCORDING TO GRADE LEVEL
Grade
Level Four Five Six Total.
Num- Per— Num— Per— Num— Per— Num- Percen—
ber centage ber centage ber centage ber tage
Boys 11 38 25 54 19 63 55 52.38
Girls 18 62 21 46 11 37 50 47.62
Tota!J 29 100 46 100 { ~3O 100 105 100.00
Table 2 presents data regarding the distributionof children according to age level
Eleven year aids comprised the largest group; children who were ten years old made up the
second largest group. The group ranking third were twelve year olds with nine year old
children comprising the fourth largest number. The smallest number of children were the
thirteen year olds. The majority of the children in the sample were those in the ten,
eleven, and twelve year old age groups.
Television Viewing Preferences
In order to determine whether i-he children had access to a television set in order to
be able to view television with enough regularity so as to consider certain programs as
“favorites”, three questions were asked of them~. In response to the first question, “How
many television sets are there in your house?”, the children reported owning a total of 227
(y~
TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF CHILDREN ACCORDING TO AGE LEVEL
Nine ye~ir~ Th~ ~E T~We -. TTh
Grade Level old oTd Years old years old years old Total
-~ ~- .----~.-
Four
Boys 5 4 2 00 11
Grr!s 9 9 - 0 18
Five
Boys 0 0 5 14 6 0 25
Girls - ii 8 2 21
Six -
Boys •0 7 9 3 - 19
Girls 0 0 - - . 0 4 6 1 1 1
Total 14 29 35 - 23 4 105
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television sets, Fifth grade boys accounted for the largest number with 56 sets averaging at
2.2 sets per person0 The second largest number of sets were reported by fifth grade girls who
had 48 or 2.3 sets per child. The third largest number of sets were cwned by sixth grade boys
who reported 47 or 2.5 sets per person. The fourth grade girls ranked fourth in television
set ownership with 35 or 2.0 sets per child. While the sixth grade girls accounted for 22 or
2.0 sets per person and ranked fifth in number. The smallest number of sets were reported by
fourth grade boys who had 1 9 or 1 .9 sets per person of the total number of sets reported (see
Table 3).
The second question sought to find out how many hours the children televiewed during
the school week. When asked “How many hours-would-you estimate that you watch television
during the school week?”, a total of 2,379 hours was reported. The largest number of hours
spent televiewing during the school week was by fifth graders; fifth grade boys accounted for
572 hours or an average of 23 viewing hours per child of the total number, while second in
rank were fifth grade girls with 488 hours or an average of 23 viewing hours per child. Sixth
grade boys spent the third largest number of hours-feleviewing, accounting for 449 hours or on
average of 24 hours per person, followed in rank by fourth grade girls who televiewed 372
hours or an average of 21 hours each. The fifth largest number of hours spent watching televi—
sion was by sixth grade girls who reported 263 hours or an average of 24 viewing hours per
person of the total viewing time. The smallest number of hours were reported by the fourth
grade boys who accounted for 235 hours or on average of 22 viewing hours per child of the
total number of hours spent televiewing during the school week (see Table 4).
In response to the third question asked of the children, “How many hours would you
estimate that you watch television during the weekend?”, a total of 979 hours was reported.
ü$~I~j flj.j[S~d[ ..J — - 6
TABLE 3
NUMBER OF TELEVISION SETS IN HOMES
Boys Girls Total
Grade Number cf Sets Average Number Number of Sets Average Number
Level per child per child
~-
0 0
~ 0 cp ~c~ > 0 —
,-~‘ ? .~C 0 0
~ ~ E ~— I— u.. ~
Four 3 8 0 0 19 9 3 4 2 35 2.0 54
Five 6 10 6 3 56 2,2 5 7 7 2 48 2,3 104
Six 3 6 8 2 47 2~5 2 8 0 1 22 2.0 69
Total 12 48 42 ~20 122 ~ 16 36 33 20 105 227
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Fifth grade boys ranked first in the total number of hours spent televiewing, both during the
weekend and during the school week. They accaunt~ for 230 hours or an average of 9 hours
per child, ranking second in the highest number of hours spent televiewing during the week
end were sixth grade boys with 191 hours for an average of 10 hours per person of the total
time reported. Third in rank were fifth grade girls who spent 181 hours televiewing during
the weekend and recorded an average of 9 hours per child Ranking fourth in the largest
number of hours spent televiewing during the weekend were fourth grade girls with 171 hours
for an average of 10 hours per person of the total viewing time. Sixth grade girls ranked
fifik in the highest amount of time spent watching television on weekends. The average num
ber of hours per child was 13 with a total of 140 viewing hours. The smallest number of view
ing hours was reported by fourth grade boys who accounte& for 66 hours or an average of six
vIewing hours per child on weekends (see Table 4).
In order to determine what the television viewing preferences of the children were,
thequestion, “What are your four favorite television programs?” was asked. In response, 78
television programs we-e listed, Twenty—three of~he total number were daily programs; 54
were weekly programs; and one was a special scheduled program.
Subject content areas were provided for the television programs after they had been
personally viewed by the writer, The following subject content areas were provided: Action
Adventure Programs, Animal Programs, Cartoon/Fantasy Prograns, Comic Programs, Dramatic
Programs, Crim~’Mystery Programs, Game Show Programs, Musical/Variety Programs, Science
Fiction Programs, Serial Programs, Sports Programs, and Western Programs (see Table 5).
“The Dukes of Hazzard”, “Dallas”, “Happy Days”; and “The Greatest American
Hero” were the four most popular programs listed. All of these programs are comic in nature
TABLE 4
TOTAL NUMBER OF HOURS SPENT T~LEVlEWlNG
— Boys Gfrls
Grade Nurn- School Week Weekend Num- School Week Weekend
Level ber ber




~ D 4- D 4- 0 ~Q UI 0 ~Q U)
~O 00 00 ~°~E~—
‘-c F—Z :~—Z
— —— ~Zzu
Four 11 235 21 66 6 18 372 21 171. 10
FTve 25 572 23 230 9 21 488 23 181 9
S~x 19 449 24 191 10 11 263 24 140 13
Total 55 1256 22.66 487 8.33 .50 1123 22,66 492 10.6
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with the exception of “Dallas”, which is a dramatic program, Comic programs ranked first
in both the total number of programs and in the number of times they were mentioned by the
viewers, Cartoon programs ranked second in the total number of programs but third in the
number of times they were mentioned by the viewers. Dramatic type programs ranked
third in the total number of programs although they iunked second in the total number of
times they were mentioned by viewers. Ranking -fourth in the total n’jmber of programs were
the musical/variety type programs; although this type program ranked seventh in the total
number of times it was mentioned by television viewers, Table 5 gives a complete listing
of the favorite television programs viewed by the children including the number of times
mentioned by the viewers,
Comic type programs were the first choice of both boys and girls in the total number
of types of programs listed, The second ranking program type was the dramatic program which
both sexes chose. There was a difference in both third and fourth choices among boys and
girls, The third choice of the boys was the cartoon program while the action adventure pro
gram was the choice of the girls. Sports ranked fourth with boyswhile the cartoon program
was ranked as the girls’ fourth choice, Table 6 provides data about television viewing pre
ferences according to sex, It includes both the total number of programs viewed and the
number of times various programs were listed by the three different grade levels.
Book Selection Preferences
Each child was instructed to list both title and author for each book checked out of
the library. A total of 105 children selected 238 books (see Appendix B). Fifth grade
children accounted for almost one—half of the total number of books selected for withdrawal,
TABLE 5
FAVOR ITE TELEVISION PROGRAMS VIEWED
—
Dafly Programs (10) Weekly Programs (19)
Sub ject Times Times
Rank Area Programs men— Programs men
tioned tioned
Comic 1. Happy Days 22 1. Dukes of Hazzard 57
2. What’s Happening 10- 2. Greatest American
Hero - 17
3. Good Times 9 3. Different Strokes 16
4. Addams Family 4 4. Enos 15
5. Brady Bunch 3 5. Facts of Life 10
6, Fish 3 6. Love Boat 9
7. M.A.S.H. 2 7, Busom Buddies 9
8. Three Stooges 1 8. Lobo 7
9. Here’s Lucy 1 9. Harper Valley -
10. All in the FQmily 1 P.T.A. . - 7
10, Carol Burnett 5
11. Three’sCompany 5
12. Mork and Mindy 4
13. Laverrie and Shirley 4
14. Alice 4
- 1-5. Jeffersons 4
16. Brady Brides 2
- 17. Private Benjamin 2.
18. Too Close For Com
fort 2
19. Sanford and Son 1




Daily Programs ~ I Weekly Prog~cn~s (14)
~ .iTimes — Times
Subject ~Men— Men—
Rank Area Programs tibned Programs tioned
2 Dramatic . , . . . 1 . Dallas 26
. 2. Incredible Hulk 11
I 3. Walking Tall 9
4, Little House on the
Prone 4
~ 5. Fantasy Island 3
. 6. American Dream 2
7. Trapper John 2
. 8. The Waltons 2
9. Palmerstown USA 1
~ ~0 .. 9 — 60
3 Cart oon/
Fantasy 1. Tom and Jerry 9 1. Bugs Bunny 5
~ 2. Scooby Doo 4 2. Daffy Duck 1
3. Flintstones . 4 3, Happy Day Gang 1
4. Woody Woodpecker 2 4. Richie Rich 1
5, Mighty Mouse 1 5. Road Runner 1
6. Popeye 1
7. Spiderman I
Total 7 22 5 — 9
TABLE 5 CONTINUED
























Total 1 4 23
5 Crime/ 1. Magnum, P.!. 13
Mystery 2. C,H.I.P,S. 6
~ 3. Hart toHort 2. ---.-
lotat .._____ .. 3 21
6 Sports ....,. .. 1 . Baseball 8
~ 2. Football 7
3. Basketball 1
~ 4. Indianapolis 500 1
, 5. WrestlTn~ 1




*Game Show and ScTence Fiction Programs share 8th place.
TABL~ 5 -~ CONTINUED
————.~—--~
Daily Programs (2) j Weekly Programs (2)
Subject 1’Tmes i Times
Rank Area Programs Men— Programs Men—
—____ tioned tioned
*9 Animal ...,~,•. .. 1. Those Amazing
. Animals
Total~ ., .. 1 2
*9 Serials I. General Hospital I
2. Guiding Light 1
~T 2 2 ..
10 Western ... .. 1. Lone Ranger 1.
Tot~’fl .. — 1 1
* Animal and Serial Programs share 9th place.
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The second highest number of books were withdrawn by the fourth grade children, w ith the
smallest number withdrawn by sixth graders (see Table 7).
Subject content areas for the books withdrawn were as follows: Action Adventure
Stories, Animal Stories, Comic Stories, Crime/Mystery Stories, Dramatic Stories, Educa-.
tional Stories, Fairy Tale/Fantasy Stories, Religious Stories, Science Fiction Stories,
Serials, Sports Stories, and Western Stories. In order to provide sub ject content areas for
books withdrawn by the students, personal perusal of unfamiliar titles by the writer along
with subject headings from the Children’s catalog, 1977 1 was utilized.
Animal stories ranked first among the boys and second among the girls in book
choices. The comic type stories were the girls’ first choice in both their book and televi
sion preferences. The boys ranked the comic stories as their second choice. The third
choice forboys were sports stories; fafry tales/fantasy rankedthird for girls. The fourth
place choice for boys were action adventure stories while crime/mystery st;~ies accounted
for the girls’ fourth place choice. The total number of books selected was almost equal;
however, the largest number of books were withdra’~in by the boys (see Table 8).
In response to the question “What reason comes closest to your reason for selecting
the books you are now checking out of the library?”, the majority of the children gave
“personal choicer’ as their reason for doing so. Eight of the children indicated that they
were checking out books that had been recommended by others, namely a friend or by the
librarian (see Table 9),
1Children’s_Catalog. New York: H .W. Wilson, (1977).
TABLE 6
TELEVISiON VIEWIN3 PREFERENCES ACCORDING TO SEX
Boys P Girls
Number 1~~rof Trnes Number 1 N~i~er of Times
Subject of Program Listed Subject of Program Listed
Area Programs By Grade Levels Area Programs By Grade Levels
Viewed Viewed
~ c~ C.
z~. D2 4E X~
0 — —
— ~ ~ - —~ 0 L1 0 nO
I Comic 21 22 51 43 116 Comic 25 33 56 31 120
2 Dramatic 7 i4~ 8 28 Dramatic 8 19 10 7 36
3 Cartoon/ Action/
Fantasy 9 5 15 20 Adventure 4 9 2 3 14
4 Sports 5 1 6 11 18 Cartoon/
Fantasy 7 5 6 11
5 Crime/ Crime/
Mystery 3 5 2 7 14 Mystery 3 4 2 1 7
6 Action Musical/
Adventure 3 7 7 10 Variety 4 6 6
7 Musical/
Variety 5 5 4 9 Game Show 2 1 1 1 3
TAt3LE 6 CONTINUED
TELEViSION VIEWING PREFERENCES ACCORDING TO SEX
Boys
Numb~T ~E~Ef~flmes Number —
Subject of Program Listed Subject of Program Listed
Area Programs By Grade Levels Area Programs By Grade Levels
Viewed Viewed
~—1~ -~ I -
:a~ o ~
~ ...~ -~ .~ ~‘ — ~- , -o ~ —
D0 0 -~D 4-0;~ V 4- 4- i.. X ~. 4-0 ~ ti~Z (i~~ 0 0 ~ •— ,r’~ 0
- ‘-‘ LL U .r, ‘—‘ ~— ~ LL ~ V) Li ~—
8 Science
Fiction 2 . 3 . 3 Serials 2 1 1 2
9 Animal 1 , 1 . , 1 A~r~ imci Is 1 1 1




BOOKS WITHDRAWN FROM LIBRARY
• One Two Three Total Total
Number of Number Number
Books -~ I ~ -~ -~ of of
Withdrawn 0 Books Students
Grade Four 2 1 8 13 .. 4 1 61 29
Grade Five 4 1 9 9 6 9 6 2 118 46
Grade Six 6 1 10 7 3 3 59 30




BOOK PREFERENCES ACCORDING TO SEX
—~—— ~
— Boys I Girls




~ a ~ > X -~
~J LL if
Animal 13 24 4 41 Comic 15 25 8 48
Comic 4 10 ii 25 Animal 9 7 3 19
Sports 2 13 7 22 Fairy Tale/Fantasy 5 6 3 14
Action Adventure . 2 8 3 13 Crime/Mystery 4 2 4 10
Educational 1 ~. 5 6 Dramatic 1 6 2 9
Crime/Mystery 3 3 6 Educational 4 1 3 8
Western ~., 3 2. 5 Musical/Variety 2 1 3
Fairy Tale/Fantasy 3. •. 3 Action Adventure 2 2
Dramatic • • 00 Sports 1 .~ . . 1
Musical Variety . . . Religious 1 0 1
Religious 00 00 Serials 1 00 1
Science Fiction .. . Science Fiction 1 .. I
Serials • • ~ 00 \~/estern • • 0
Total 121 117
~ (51 percent) (49 percent
.~[j~!; . ~;. .1: ~l ~ ~! 1~
TABLE 9
V V REASONS FOR BOOK CHOlCES
—~— VV•VVV~V -- --
Grade Level V Personal Recommended Total
Choice V
Four 26 V 3 29
Five 41 5 46
Six 30 30




The collected data had to be analyzed in order to determine the possibility of
existing relationships between television viewing preferences and book selection preferen
ces of the students. Data analysis in the areas of: grade level, sex of students, total
group relationships, and individual student relationships was necessary. The following
subject content areas were.se!ected for television programs and books, to assist in determin—
Trig relationships between programs viewed and books selected:
Television Bdoks
a
Action Adventure Programs Action Adventure Stories
A~imaI Programs Animal Stories
Cartoon/Fantasy Programs Fairy Tale/Fantasy Stories
Comic Programs Comic Stories
Crime/Mystery Programs Crime/Mystery Stories
Dramatic Programs Dramatic Stories
* Game Show Programs * Educational Stories
Musical/Variety Programs Musi caj/Variety Stories
Science Fiction Programs Science Fiction Stories
Serial Programs Serial Stories
Sports Programs Sports Stories
Western Programs Western Stories
Religious Stories
Game show programs were equated with educational type programs.
Relationship Between Grade Levels
Three grade levels were represented in this study; fourth, fifth, and sixth grades~.
Students ranged in age from nine to thirteen. The majority of the students were fifth
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graders with sixth and fourth graders ranking second and third, respectively. Fifth graders
reported owning the greater number of television sets, followed by sixth, then fourth graders.
Fifth grade students spent the largest number of hours televiewing; sixth grade ranked
second; while fourth grade students ranked last. Fifth graders withdrew the greatest number
of books from the library, fourth graders ranked second and the sixth grade ranked third.
Fifth graders also reported viewing the largest variety of individual television programs. The
fourth graders viewed the second largest variety of programs, while those children in grade
six ranked third.
Relationship Between Sex of Students
Although almost equally represented, boys comprised the largest group of students
induded inthe’somple; 55 students were boys and 50 were girls. Boys reported owning more
televisionsets than girls; boys reported 122, and girls reported 105. Boys spent the greatest
number of hc~urs te!eviewing during the school week; 1256 hours to 1123 hours for girls,
although girls spent the greatest number of weekend hours televiewing; 492 hours to 487
hours for boys. The four favorite television programs preferred by boys were the comic, dra
matic, cartoon/fantasy and sports program types, while girls preferred viewing the comic,
dramatic, action adventure, and cartoon/fantasy type programs. Both boys and girls had
similar program preferences, ranking comic and dramatic programs first and second, both in
regards to television preferences according to sex, as well as in total group preferences.
Girls viewed more different programs than boys did, but, boys withdrew more books from
the library than girls. Boys’ four highest ranking book preferences were: animal, comic,
sports, and action adventure stories; grls’ four highest ranking book preferences were:
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comic, animal, fairy tale/fantasy and crime/mystery stories~
Relationship Between Members of Group
Collected data revealed that the average number of television sets owned by the
children was two, and that the average number of hours each group of students spent tele—
viewing was almost equal. Over half of the children reported viewing the same television
comedy “The Dukes of Hazzard” which accounted for the high frequency of mention count
for comic type programs. One—fourth of the chfldren reported viewing the dramatic pro
gram, ~Datias’~, the second rankirg program mentioned most freqiently as a favorite pro
gram choice~
It wc~s determined that boys and girls expressed a preference for similar television
•programs~ and.book. choices when only first and second place choices were considered. The
comic category ranked either first or second In both television program preferences and
book selectionpreferences, Both boys and girls ranked animal programs in ninth place but
selected more animal stories than other types of books. There seems to be a high degree of
interest in anImal stories among all grade levels qnd sexes. Although educational books were
withdrawn from the library, this iype of television program was only mentioned by the girls
in their program choices.
The high rating given to comic type programs is attributed to the large number of
television programs of this nature being broadcasted on television today. The majority of
the children stated that their reason for withdrawing a certain library book was that it was a
personal choice, Only eight of the children stated that a book choice was the result of a
recommendation by another person,
Of 105 children included in this study, a ~elationship between television and
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reading preferences were determined in 82 out of 105 possible instances. In only 23 in
stances, no apparent relationship was determined.
Relationship Between Television Viewing Preferences and Book Selection
Preferences
Of the total number of children included in the study, a relationship was determined
in 82 instances, A discussion of those relationships -is included in the following paragraphs:
Child I displayed a diverse interest in program choices by viewing a cortoon/
fantasy program, a comic program, ci crime/myslery program, and a music.ul/vuiieiy program.
His book choices, two comic stories, Wacky Wednesday, and Curious George would substan—
tiate his television interests in the area of comedy~
Child 2 named one cartoon/fantasy program, a musical/variety program, a comic
program, a ‘~c me/mystery program as favorite choices He selected two books, however, only
one, ci non-fiction book about animals entitled, The Playful Dolphins, indicated a relation—
ship. The child, named “Tom and Jerry”, a cartoon about animals as one of his favorite pro
grams, indicating his interest in books and programs featuring animals.
Child 3 viewed a cartoon/fantasy program, two comic programs, and a crime/mystery
program. He selected two comic stories, The Silly Book of Animals, and The Bear’s Picnic.
His favorite cartoon program was “Tom and Jerry”, which features animals just as the two
books that he selected, A correlation between the child’s preference for comic and cartoon/
fantasy in both program and book choices is indicated.
Child 4 listed two comic programs, one dramatic program, and a crime/mystery pro
gram. Both, The Bears’ Christmas and The Mouse and the Motorcycle, are comic in nature,
therefore, indicating a relationship between television programs and books.
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Three comic programs and a cartoon/fantasy program were indicated by Child 5.
There was a definite correlation in his book choices and television choices because he
chose, Horton Hatches the Egg, and The Big Honey Hunt, two comic titles.
Child 6 displayed an interest in two comic programs, a musical/variety program,
and a crime/mystery program. He selected The Silly Book of Anirna!s, and The Bear
Scouts, both humorous in content, as are two of his favorite program choices.
Child 7 expressed interest in four comic programs. One of the books that he
selected shows a definite relationship, Here Comes the Strikeout, is a fictional title
about baseball which is of a humorous nature.
Three;comic programs, and a musical/variety type program were choices of
Child 8. One1~itle, Tubby and the Lantern, correlates with his interest in three comic
~prograrns beca~e. it is a humorous stoiy about a boy whohad an elephant for a pet.
Two comic programs, a cartoon program and a drama program were viewed by
Child 9, His~ook choice, Automobile Racing, indicates the child’s interest in automo
biles which is expressed in his preference for a television program, “The Dukes of
Hazzardhl, which also features a race car. This could possibly have been his reason for
choosing this book.
Child 10 reported viewing two dramatic programs, a comic program, and a sports
program. His four book choices, The Bears’_Christmas, The Bears’ Picnic, The Bear
Scouts, and AFly Went By, are all comic in nature, thereby, reflecting his interest in
a comic television program.
Three comic programs and one action adventure program were named by Child 11.
Her two book choices, Laugh Lines and Big Black Horse, are related in that the first title
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is comic in nature and indicates a relationship to her choice of three comic programs. The
second title is an animal story as is the action adventure program, “B.J. and the Bear”,
named as a favorite program by the child.
Child 12 viewed three comic programs and a crime/mystery program, She withdrew
Curious George Rides A Bike, a comic type story, and Glass Slippers, a fantasy story. A
relation5hip can be seen in the comic story and the child’s choice of three comic type pro
grams.
Two action adventure programs, a comic, and a dramuii~ ~ne~rarn were listed by
Child 13. Two titles, Freckle Juice, a comical story, and America’s Abe Lincoln, a bio—
graphy, were selected, a relationship between the comic story and the child’s choice of a
comic television program is apparent.
Ch;kl14 viewed, three comic type programs and a dramatic program, Her book
choices,. The’ Big.Honey Hunt, and Freckle Juice, are both comedies, thus, indicating a
correlation’.between favorite programs and book choices,
An action~ adventure program, iwo dramatic programs. and a comic program were F
choices of Child 15~ Of two books chosen, one entitled, ABig Ball of String, seemed to
show a relationship in reading viewing preferences, The book chosen was of a humorous
nature indicating the child’s interest in comedy~
Child 16 displayed an interest in a dramatic program, a game show, and two action =
adventure programs. Of two books chosen, The Sugar Snow Spring, and A Funny Place to
Live, both were animal stories which can be related to one of the action adventure shows
viewed by the child, “B.J. and the Bear”, which also features an animal,
Two comic programs, a dramatic program, and an action adventure program were
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chokes of Child 17. A dramatic story, A Taste of Blackberries, was selected as a book
choice which indicates a relationship between dramatic type programs.
Child 18 viewed two dramatic programs, one cartoon/fantasy program, and a
comic program. A definite relationship can be seen between the two book choices, The
Wizard of Oz, a fantasy story, and The Book of Riddles, a comic type book, and the
child’s program choices.
Two comic programs, a cartoon/fantasy-program, and a dramatic program were
selected by Child 19. Both titles, Book of Giggles, and You’re in Love, Charlie Brown
Indicate a correlation between her interest in comic and cartoon/fantasy type programs
and her book choices. -
The four program choices of ailld 20 were two comic programs, a dramatic pro—
gram-, and an action adventure program. An animal story, The Mouse and the Motorcy
cle, was chosen and corresponds in part to the action adventure program, “B.J. and the
Beanl!, listed as a favorite choice.
Child 21 viewed four comic programs and--selected-two titles, Waggles and the
Dog Catcher, and Amelia Bedelia, both humorous stories, thus, indicating a definite re
lationship in book and television choices.
Child 22 viewed two dramatic programs, a comic program and a cartoon/fantasy
program. Her book choice was A Fish Out of Water, a humorous story which indicates a
relationship between book and comic type programs.
The dramatic programs, a cartoon/fantasy and a comic program were indicated by
Child 23. The three books selected, Animal Riddles, The Old Witch and Her Magic
Basket and The Old Witch and the Ghost Parade are all humorous in content; therefore, a
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relationship is apparent in choice of a comic program and related type books.
Child 24 displayed an interest in two dramatic programs, a comic program and a
cartoon/fantasy program She chose three titles, Cinderella, a fantasy story, and Riddles
and Noah Riddles, both ccmcal in content. A definite relationship is indicated in choices
of books and television programs.
Child 25 viewed four comic programs and withdrew three books~ Two titles, Green
Eggs and Ham and Runaway Ralph correspond in nature to the comic type program viewed by
the child.
Child 26 listed two comic programs, one crime/mystery program and an action ad
venture pro~ram, Her three book choices: Albert~s Toothache, a humorous animal story,
Encyclopedia~ Brown Carries On, and Follow That Ghost, both crime/mystery type stories.
• A relationship. ~is seen in the child’s choice of crime/mystery and comic type programs.
child 27namedj-wo comic programs and two dramatic programs. Of two books.
• chosen for wifhdrawal, one title, Little House in the Big Woods, a dramatic story, shows a
relationshiphetween program and book choices.
Two comic programs, one dramatic program, and a crime/mystery program were
indicated by Child 28. Three books chosen seem to indicate a relationship between pro
gram and book choices. Higgins and the Great Big Scare, an animal story is comical in
nature; Sister, is a dramatic story: and The Secret Tree House, is a mystery story.
Child 29 viewed four comic programs and selected three books. Two fitles, Johnny
Mae and Charlotte’s Web are of a humorous nature ~nd would correspond to the child’ s
interest in comedy programs.
Three comedy programs and a cartoon/fantasy program were choices of Child 30.
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Of three books chosen, two titles, Heart of Camp Wipporwill and Clifford Gets a Job, are
humorous stories which correspond to the child’s interest in comic programs.
Child 31 viewed two dramatic programs and two comic programs. A dramatic story,
Lito~ the Shoeshine Boy, and a comedy story, The Spooky Thing, indicate a relationship
in book and program choices.
ChiLd 32 displayed an interest in four comic programs. Of three books withdrawn,
two of them, Eddie Incorporated, and Mitch and_Amy, cre humorous in content, therefore,
a defini[e relationship non he seen in the area of comedy.
ChiLd 33 listed four comic programs and selected the book, Miss Pickerell on The
Moon, which :so humorous science fiction title. A relationship can be seen in the
chHd’s choiceofcomic. type television programs and in book choice,
A drorriatic program, two comic programs, and a cartoon/fantasy program were
listed by Child 34, The cartoon program “Scooby Doo”, features a dog and the child’s
hook choice,~:Oid Yeller, is also an animal story about a dog,
Child 35 viewed three cartoon programs and a comic program. His two book
dioices, I Wish That I Had Duck Feet, a humorous story, and Owls, an animal story is
related in that his choice of cartoon programs, “Tom and Jerry”, “Woody Woodpecker”
and “Sc:ooby Doo”, all feature animals, and the other title corresponds in nature to the
child’s interest in comedy.
ChIld 36 listed two comic programs and two cartoon programs. His two book choi
ces, Anatole and ~Wish That I had Duck Feet, indicate a relationship in the areas of
comedy~ Anatole is a story about a mouse and the child listed “Tom and Jerry” a cartoon
about mice, as one of his favorite programs; a second relationship is indicated in the area
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of animal stories..
Two comic programs, one sports program and a crime/mystery program were named
by Child 37. Of four books selected, The Hitters, Football Rules in Pictures, and The New
York_Jets, are all sports related, The fourth title, Encyclopedia Brown Solves Them All,
is a crime/mystery story, corresponding in nature to the child’s television choice, “Hart to
Hart.”
Child 38 showed an interest in two comic programs, a cartoon/fantasy program and
a dramaHc program. He selected two titles, Arc You My Mother? and Go, Dog, Go,
which are comical. A definite relationship can be seen in the area of comedy.
Three comi.c type programs and a sports program were viewed by Child 39, Book
choices~ included: Meetthe Pitchers, Football Rules in Pictures, and The Rose Bowl, which
are all sports t~tles, and Clifford Gets a Job, which is a humorous animal story. A definite•
relcitionship~can•be seen in book and television choices,
ChI~4~ 40 displayed an interest in two comic programs, a cartoon program, and a
sports program. Four books, The New York Jets, Daytona 500, Here is Your Hobby: Slot
Car Racing, and The Book of Riddles, were selected There is a relationship shown rn the
areas of sports and comedy.
Child 42 viewed two sports programs1 an action adventure program, and a cartoon
program. Three hooks, Jared’ s Island, an adventure story, The Catchers, a sports story,
and an animal story, The Little Fox in the Middle, were selected, A relationship is seen
in the areas of sports, and action adventure. The cartoon program, “Mighty Mouse”,
features an animal as does one of the child’ s book choices, The book might hove been
selected because of the child’s interest in animals.
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Two comic programs, a cartoon/fantasy program, and a dramatic program were
choices of Child 43. Two books were selected in which a relationship can be seen, The
Book of Riddles, which is comical in nature, and The Shaman’s Last Raid, a story about
an old Apache medicine man. The story corresponds in nature to the dramatic program,
“Trapper John, M.D~’, named by the child.
A variety of programs were listed by Child 44; a comic program, an adventure
program, a western program, and a cartoon program. Three books chosen indicate a re—
lation~hip bci-wcon program chai~es u~d book choices, Old Black Witch, a comedy, and
Cowboys on the Ranch and The California Gold Rush, both westerns.
Child 45.viewed~ three comic programs and a sports program. He selected three
books, ~wo •ofwhich there is a definite relationship between program and book choices.
The Rose Bowl añd’Basebafl’s Art of Hitting ore related in the area of sports.
Three~comic programs and one dramatic program were favored by Child 46. The
book selectedjPeanuts~~ is comic in nature, thus, indicating a relationship in book and
program choice..
Child 47 listed two comic programs, one animal program, and one action adven
ture program. He selected four books, The Wonders of Animals, Brighty of the Grand
Canyon, Pandas, and The Giant Panda, all of which are animal stories. A relationship is
indicated in the child’s interest shown in animal books and programs.
Child 48 selected two science fiction programs, one comic program, and a dramatic
program. Of three titles withdrawn, two of them, The Nonsense Book, a comic book, and
Mr. Pepper’s Penguins, a humorous animal story, correlates with the child’s interest in
comedy
Three comic programs and one dramatic program were indicated by Child 49. He
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selected two books, but only one was related to his program choices. The book, Evel
Knievel, Motorcycle Daredevil, is a story of a motorcycle daredevil and is very similar
in nature to one of the child’s program choices, “The Dukes of Hazzard”, which features
automobile daredevils. This child is rio doubt fascinated by fast action and excitement
in books.
Child 50 d isplayed an interest in two comic programs, a science fiction program
and a cartoon program. His book choice was a cartoon story entitled, Peanuts. A rela—
tionshipis seen ~n his choice of a cartoon program and a similar book choice.
Two dramatic programs, a comic program and a musical/variety program were
chosen by Child 51. His book choice, Henry Reed’ s Baby-sitting Service, was related
in the area -of~ comedy.
Fo~ir~c~mic programs were viewed by Child 52 who also chose three comic type
books. The Arrow B~ok of Jokes and Riddles, The Book of Giggles, and Jokes and How
to Tell Them~ show a relationship in the area of comedy.
Child 53 showed an interest in three comic programs and one dramatic program.
Of three books chosen, one entitled, Jokes, Puns, and Riddles, a comic type book, in-.
dicates a relationship between program choice and bock-choice.
Child 54 listed two musical/variety programs and two comic programs. She
selected three books, Tales of Fourth Grade Nothing, The Dynamite Book of Bummers,
and Getting Something on Maggie Marmelsteinr all which are humorous stories. A defi~
nite correlation between book choices and program choices is indicated.
Child 55 displayed an interest in a dramatic program, a comic program, a musi’—
cal/variety program and a cartoon program. She selected four titles, two which are of a
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humorous nature and correlates with the child’s comic program choice. Titles chosen were
Puns, Gags, Quips, and Riddles, and Riddles, Riddles, Everywhere.
Three comic programs and one crime/mystery program were chosen by Child 56. She
selected Four books, Riddles, Riddles, Everywhere, What, A Riddle Book, and Puns, Gags,
Quips, and Riddles, all humorous, and The Ghost of Dibble Hollow, a mystery title~. A
correlation between book choices and programs viewed is indicated.
Child 57 viewed one musical/variety program, two comic programs, and one game
show program. Two books selecied by this child, The Nonsense Book, and lales of a
Fourth Grade Nothing, show a relationship in the area of comedy.
Child 58 listed a dramatic program and three comic programs and withdrew two
comic ti es,,~ Little Witch and Jokes For Children. A definite relationship is indicated in
program and b~ok choices,
Child 59. selected a dramatic program, a comic program, a cartoon program, and a
mu:sical/vaieiyprogrci~n, Both books selected indicated a relationship between program
and book choices: The Girl Without A Name, a dramatic story, and Ballpoint Banana and
Etc., a comedy.
Three comedies and a dramatic program were favored by Child 60. Her book
choice was related in the area of drama, in her choice of The House Without A Christmas
Tree.
One musical/variety program, and three comic programs were indicated by Child
61. One book selected, The Mad Scientist’ s Club, a comedy, was related to the child’ s
program choices.
Child 62 preferences included two comic programs and two cartoon programs. She
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selected two humorous titles, Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing, and The Fun Encyclopedia,
which expresses a d~fTnite relationship in the area of comedy.
Child 63 viewed two comic programs, a cartoon/fantasy program and a serial. She
selected, Freckle Juice, a comic story which is related in content to the child’ s comic
story which is related in content to the child’s comic program choices.
Four comic programs were named by Child 64, who selected three titles, two of
which indicated a relationship to her program choices. She selected Time to Laugh and My
Tang’ s Tung led, both humorous stories.
Three comic programs and an action adventure program were choices of Child 65.
One book was selected, Let’s Marry, Said the Cherry, a book of humorous poetry. A
definite relationship is indicated in the area of comedy.
- Child 66 chose two comic programs and two dramatic programs. Of three books
selected, only one, Freaky Friday, shows a correlation between program choice and book
chó ice The- book selected was humorous in nature and corresponds to the comic programs
viewed.
Two dramatic programs and two comedies were viewed by Child 67. One of the books
that she selected, The Nonsense Book, was of the same nature as the comic programs. A
second book, Jenny’ s Corner, is a dramatic story corresponding to the child’ s interest in
dramatic type programs.
Child 68 listed two comic programs, a serial, and a crime/mystery program as favor
ites. Two titles, Ribs>’ and Whistle in the Graveyard, indicate a relationship in the comic
and mystery categories.
Child 69 viewed three comic programs and an action adventure program. One
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title selected, School Room Zoo, is a humorous animal story which can be correlated with
the chHd~s interest in comedy programs.
Two comic programs, a game show program, and a dramatic program were choices
of dud 70. Books withdrawn were The Dynam te Book of Bummers, and The Nonsense
Book, both humorous stories. A correlation between books and programs in the area of
comedy is indicated.
Four comic programs were viewed by Child 71 Of two books selected, one en—
titled, The Boy Who Wouidn~t Talk, a comedy, isrel.ated to the child~s program choices.
Child 72 listed two comic programs, a dramatic program, and a crime/mystery
prog(am. Two books, L~u~jh ing Time, and The.~ are both humorous titles
wh~h are similar in nature to the two comic programs viewed by the child.
Chi!d~73 porfrayed an interest in four comic programs. He selected two books,
Noisy Nora~ and The Day the Stars Played the Monsters, both humorous in coatent. A
de~in~e correlation between book choices and program choices is apparent.
Two comic programs, a crime/mystery program and an action adventure program
were viewed by Child 74. His book choices correspond with his program choices in that
he s@Iected Pearl Divers, an adventure story, and Jake McGee and His Feet, a comedy.
Child 75 had a preference for comedy, drama, crime/mystery, and sports programs.
Although expressing interest in a variety of areas, his book choices were in the sports area
in h~s choice of Honk Aaron Clinches the Pennant, and Roberto Ciemente.
Child 76 expressed his choice for two dramatic programs, a comic program and a
sports program. He selected two titles, Puns, Gags,Qups,ond Riddles, and Jokes, Puns,
and Riddles, both of which are humorous, and corresponds with his preference for comic
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type programs.
Two comic programs, an action adventure program, and a dramatk program were
choices of Child 77. One book was chosen, Adventures With Minibikes. The childt s
preferences for an action adventure program may have accounted for his choice of a re
lated book.
Child 78 viewed an ciciioii udveni-ure program, two comic programs and a crime/
mystery program. His book choices were Encyclopedia Brown Gets His Men, a crime,/
mystery story and Old Yeller, an animal story. A relationship is indicated in the fact
that the childchose a crime/mystery book and views a crime/mystery program. The
ether book is~about a dog and the action adventure program that the child views, “B.J.
arid the Eecir~’, is also about~ an animal. The child’s interest in animals could have
accounted~ fer hisbookchofce.
ChiJd~79 portrayed an interest in four comic type programs. His book choice,
J~Le McGec and His Feet, is ci comic story, r~’us, a r&ationship is indicated in program
and choice of book.
Child 80 expressed an interest in three comic programs and an action adventure
program featuring a bear. He selected The Drawing Book of Animals, which could
possibly have been selected because of his interest in animals.
Three comic programs and a crime/mystery program were listed by Child 81. He
selected three titles, The Dynamite Book of Bummers, Freckle juice, and The Werefox.
The first two titles are humorous in nature and corresponds to the child’ s preference for
comedy; the second, a mystery, corresponds with the child’ s crime/mystery program
choice.
Child 82 portrayed an interest in four comic programs. Although he checked out
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three books, only one title, Laughi~g Time, a comedy, indicates a correlation between
program choice and book choice.
Relationships between television viewing and book selection preferences were
determined in the following subject content areas: action adventure, animal, cartoon/
fantasy, comic, crime/mystery, dramatic, sports, and western. Comk and dramatic
subject categories were first and second respectively in the total number of times a relu—
tionship could be determined. The crime/mystery, action adventure, and sports cate
gories were the next three highest ranking areas. The comic category outranked all
other areas~ in the number of times a relationship was determined, being responsible 66
out of 82 times. for a possible relationship between television vIewing and book selection
preferences ~see Table 10).
TABLE 10
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROGRAMS VIEWED AND BOOKS SELECTED




























































Th~ Big Honey Hunt
The Silly Book of
Animals
The Bear Scouts
Here Comes the Strike—
out
Tubby and the Lantern
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TABLE 10 —— Continued








Child 11 Dukes of Hazzard
Mork and Mindy
The Addams Family





Child 13 B.J.. and the Bear
C H . I . PS.
Dukes of Hazzard
Dallas








Child 16 Trapper John, M~D.
Tic Tac Dough
13.J. and the Bear
Wonder Woman
Child 17 Dukes of Hazzard
Busom Buddies
Walking Tall



























The Big Honey Hunt
A Bi~ Ball of String
The Sugar Snow Spring
A Funny Place to Live
A Taste of Blackberries
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Child 20 Dukes of Hazzard
Busom Buddies
Walking Tall
B~J. and the Bear




















Child 26 Dukes of Hazzard
Busom Buddies
C.H .LP~S.
B.J. and the Bear
Books








A Fish Out of Water
Animal Riddles






























TABLE 10 —— Continued
Programs Books Area of
Child 27
Different Strokes Big Woods — Dramatic
Dallas
American Dream
Child 28 Different Strokes Higgins and the Big Comic
Dukes of Hazzard Score-
Dallas Sister Dramatic
Hart to Hart Secret Tree House Crime/Mystery




Child. 30 Brady Bunch Heart of Camp Wippor— Comic
Carol Burnett ~TH
All in the Family Clifford Gets a Job
Flintstones
Chiid 31 American Dream Lito, the Shoeshine Boy Dramatic










Child 33 Different Strokes Miss Pickereji on the Comic
Facts of Life Moon
What’s Happening
Good Times






TABLE 10 —— Continued
Child 35
Woody Woodpecker VFeei
Scooby Doo Owls Animals
Harper Valley P.T.A.
Child 36 Happy Days lWish~That I Had
Three Stooges Duck Feet Comic
Tom arid Jerry Anatole Animals
Woody Woodpecker
Child 37 Dukes of Hazzard The~Hitters
Different Strokes r~~alRuiesjn Sports
Football Pictures
Hart to Hart Thei~w York Jets
~~lop~J~a8rown Crime/Mystery
1~Th~EAl
Chiid 38 &e~test American A~ouM~~Vother? Comic








Clifford Gei~a Job Comic
Child 40 Dukes of Hazzard On Your Mark,~G~t Set,
Love Boat Go Comic
Alice i Wish That I Had
Tom~ and Jerry ~JEk Feet
The Best Nest
Child 41 Dukes of Hazzard The New York Jets
Harper Valley P.T.A. Daytona 500 Sports
Bugs Bunny Here is Yoi~r Hobby:
Wrestiing
Boo fRI dT~s Comic
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TABLE 10 —— Continued











































The Shaman’ s Last
Raid
Old Block Witch Comic
Cowboys on the Ranch
California Gold Rush Western
TheRose Bowl Sports
Baseball s Art of
Hitting
Peanuts Comic

























































Henry Reed’ s Babysitting
Services
The Arrow Book of Jokes
and Riddles
The Bd~1~df Giggles




Tales of a•Fourth Grade
Nothing -
Dynamite Book of Bummers
Getting Something on —
Maggie Marmeistein
Puns, Gags, and Riddles
Riddles, Riddles, Every
where
What, A riddle Book
runs, Gags, Quips,
and Riddles
Ghost ~f Dibble Hollow
The Nonsense Book




The Girl Without a Name
















TABLE 10 —— Continued
Books


























Child 63 Good Times
What’s Happening
- Tom and Jerry
Guiding Light
Child 64 Happy Days
Greatest American
Hero
Too Close for Comfort
Love Boat




B.J. and the Bear
Child 66 Three’ s Company
Greatest American
Hero











The Mad Scientist’ s
Club


















TABLE 10 —— Continued
Programs








































The Dynamite Book Comic
of Bummers
T~e Noi~nse Book
The Boy Who Wouldn’t Comic
Talk
Laughing Time
































TABLE 10 -— Continued
Programs Books Area of
Similarity
Child 79~
Mork and Mindy Feet
Busom Buddies
Lobo
Child 80 Enos DrawingBook of
Dukes of Hazzard Animals
Lobo Animals
fl.J. at~d ilie Bear
Child 81 Dukes of Hazzard The~Dynamite Book of
Enos Bummers
Love Boat Freckle Juice Comic
Magnum, P 1. The Werefox Crime/Mystery
Child 82 Dukes of Hazzard







The purpose of this study was to determine an existing relationship between televi-.
sian viewing preferences and book selection preferences of fourth, fifth, and sixth graders,
using two variables: grade level and sex. The study was Hmited to a total of 105 children
attending the East Griffin Elementary School, Griffin, Georgia in the Spring of 1981.
The sample was comprsed of 55 boys and 50 girls, Fifth graders made up the
largest gro~Jp of children with a total of 46; sixth graders ranked second with 30 students;
and fourth graders ranked third, with 29. The children ranged in ages from nine to thirteen.
Study results revealed that: a total of 227 television sets were owned by the
children; a total of 2,379 hours were spent televiewing during the school week, and 979
hours were spent during the weekend. The children viewed 78 television programs; 23 were
daily programs; 54 were weekly; and one was a special scheduled program. Comic, Cartoon/
Fantasy, Dramatic, and Musical/Variety programs were the four favorite types of programs
viewed by the sample. Bath boys and girls ranked the comic and dramatic type programs as
their first and second program choices respectively. The third ranking choice for boys was
Cartoon/Fantasy; for girls it was Action/Adventure~ Sports programs ranked fourth for boys;
while Cartoon/Fantasy was the girls’ fourth place choice.
The total number of books withdrawn from the library was 238. The four highest
ranking book preference choices among boys were animal, comic, sports, and action
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adventure stories; while the girls showed a preference for comic, animal, fairy tale/fantasy,
and crime/mystery stories. Boys withdrew more books from the library than girls. The
reason given by the children for most books withdrawn was “personal choice.”
Comparable subject categories were provided for books and television programs in
order to facilitate the process of determining relationships between the two forms of media.
Of the total number of children, a relationship was determined in 82 out of 105 possible
instances. The conclusion is that a definite relationship exists between children’s televi
sion preferences and book preferences. In regard to the variables of grade level and sex, the
conclusion is that boys and girls have similar reading and viewing preferences, although with
varying deqrees of interest.
This study Tn~,oIved only a small group-of elemenlary children; a study involving a
larger or vqried group may yield both different and interesting results regarding the~










I ~ What ~s your grade Tn school? (check one)
4th 5th 6th
2. What is your sex? (check one)V
• male femule
3~ What is your age Tn years? (check one) ••V V
V 8 9 10 ii 12 13
4. How many television sets are there in your home? (check one)
_____ 0 ______ 1 2 3 4 ______or more
5. How many hours would you estimate that you watch television during the
school week? (Monday—Friday) V
6. How many hours would you estimate that you watch television during the
weekend? (Saturday—Sunday)







1. How many books are you now checking out of the library?






2. What reason comes closest to your reason for
;check!ng out of the library? (check one)
____ a. Class Assignment






selecting the books you are now
APPENDIX B
BOOKS WITHDRAWN FROM LIBRARY
Action Adventure Stories (15 Books)





Evel Knievel, Motorcycle Daredevil (3) *
Jareds:island
The King’s Fifth
The Lewis ~and Clark Expedition
The Mad ‘Scientists s Club
Pearl Divers
Riding the Pony Express
Walk the World1 s Rim
Animal Stories (60 Books)
Albert’ s Toothache
Anatole
Are You My Mother
The Bear Scouts ~2 withdrawals) *
The Bears’ Christmas (2 withdrawals) *
The Bears’ Picnic (2 withdrawals) *
The Best Nest
The Big Black Horse
The Big Honey Hunt (2 withdrawals) *
Black Beauty
The Black Stallion and Satan
Brighty of the Grand Canyon
Charlotte’ s Web (2 withdrawals)
Clifford Gets a Job
Drawing Book of Animals
Elephants
Friendly Deiphins





Higgins and the Big Scare
The Horse on the Hill
Horton Hatches the Egg
How Animals Hide
Life Picture Book of Animals
The Little Fox in the Middle
How to Read a Rabbit
Lucky, Lucky White Horse
The Magnificent Bald Eagle
The Mighty Bears
Mister Popper’ s Penguins
The Mouse and the Motorcycle
withdrawals) *
Old Yeller (2 withdrawals) *




Ponies of Assateague Island




The Silly Book of Animals (2 with
drawals)
The Sugar Snow Spring







BOOKS WITHDRAWN FROM LIBRARY
Animal Stories (Continued)
The Wonders of Animds
Wonders of the Bkd World
A Puppy for You
Comic Stàries (73 Books)
Amelia Bedelia
Animal Riddles
The Arrow Book of Jokes and Riddles
Ballpoint Banama and Etc0
Beginning to Read Riddles and Jokes
A Big Bali of String
Book of Giggles (2 withdrawals) *
Book of Riddles ~4 withdrawals) ~
The Boy Who Wouldn’t Talk
Clifford Gets a Job
Curious George
CuriousGeorge Rides a Bike
The Day the Stars Played the Monsters
The Dynamite Book of Bummers (3 with
drowals)’ *
Eddie incorporated
A Fish Out of Water
A Fly Went By
Freaky Friday
Freckle Juice.~4 withdrawals) *
Fun Encyclopedia
Getting Something on Maggie Marmelstein
Green ~gs and Ham
Heart of Camp WipporwiH
Henry Reed1 s Babysitting Service
Jokes and How to Tell Them
Jokes For Children
Jokes, Puns, and Riddles (2 ~thdrawais) *
I Wish That I Had Duck Feet (3 withdrawals)
Johnny Mae
Joke McGee and His Feet (2 withdrawals) *
Laugh Lines
Laughing Time (2 withdrawals)






The Nonsense Book ~5 withdrawals) *
The Old Witch
The Old Witch and the Ghost Parade
The Old Witch and Her Magic Basket
Puns, Gags, Quips and Riddles (3
withdrawals) *
Riddles, Riddles, Everywhere (2
withdrawals) *
The Spooky Thing
Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing (3
withdrawals) *
Time to Laugh
Tubhy and the Lantern
Wacky Wednesday
The V/itch Grow s Up
Crime/Mystery Stories (1 6 Books)
- Encyclopedia Brown Carries On
- Encyclopedia Brown Gets His Man
Encyclopedia Brown Solves Them All
(2 withdrawals) *
Encyclopedia Brown Takes the Case
Follow That Ghost
The Ghost of Dibble Hollow
The Mystery of the Rolltop Desk
The Mystery of the Silver Spider
The Mystery of the Whispering Mummy
The Secret of Terror Castle
The Secret Tree House (2 withdrawdls)*
The Were fox
Whistle in the Graveyard
Witches Buttons
DranaflcStories~(9 8ooks)
* The House Without a Christmas Tree
Lito, the Shoeshine Boy
Simon and the Game of Chance
Sister
Spring Begins in March
A Taste of Blackberries
The Valentine Box
The Girl Without a Name
Jenny’ s Corner
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Emberley’ s Drawing Faces




Paul Revere and the Minute Man
Rosa Parks
Tad Lincoln
365 Things to Know
Fairy Tales/Fantasy Stories (17 Books)
The Borrowers
Cinderella (2 Withdrawals) *
The G[oss Slipper
John Tabor’ s Ride
The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe
Peanuts (2 withdrawals) *
Peter Pan
Raggedy~Ann’ & Sweet and Dandy Book
The Red Fairy Book
Rumpe Isti Itsk in
Tom Thumb
The Wizard of Oz (2 withdrawals)
The World of Pooh
You’re In Love, Charlie Brown
Musical/Variety Stories (3 Books)
The Devil’s Storybook
The Laura Ingalls Wilder Song Book
Pooh Song Book
Religious Stories (1 Book)
1~Tl1~E~3t Heaven




Little House In The Big Woods
Sports Stories (23 Books)





Football Rules In Pictures (2 with
drawals) *
Gale Sayers
Hank Aaron Clinches the Pennant
The Harlem Globetrotters
Here Comes the Strikeout




The New York Jets (2 withdrawals)
Reggie Jackson
The Rose Bowl (2 withdrawals) *
Roberto Clemente
Weird Moments In Sports
Willie Mays
Western Stories ~5 Books)
The California Gold Rush
Cowboys on the Ranch
The Shaman’ s Last Raid
Tizz on a Horse Farm
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